The purpose of this study is realization of 3D virtual 
Introduction
In calligraphy, stroke drawings of writing brush are very unique and artistic because of unique shape of brush tip. In Japan, calligraphy is popular and familiar culture for many people as accomplishments, hobbies, healings, entertainments, and arts. Moreover, elementary and junior high school students are learning penmanship as national language. However, doing the calligraphy on a daily basis is difficult because to it requires many instruments (writing brush, Indian ink, paper, and so on), and keeping up of these instruments is very bothersome.
In recent years, several methods are proposed to generate brush style typeface by computer. Some research proposed virtual calligraphy system by paying attention to dialogicality between user and system using real writing brush and special device [1] , [4] . These system are able to express high-quality brush style typeface, though individual uses this system on a daily basis is difficult because of using the special device. In addition, some research approached mechanical simulation of calligraphy by focus on expression method of individual stroke to analyze the feature of writing brush dynamically [2] , [3] . This system is also able to express high-quality bush style typeface, however because of unnatural way for drawing (e.g., drawing by pen tablet), this method is not enough to draw interactively. In this paper, we proposed three-dimension virtual calligraphy simulation that is able to do virtual calligraphy sensuously on computer by focus on the dialogicality between user and system. On this system, a pen tablet is used to do the simulation. The meaning of three-dimension is to express a virtual writing brush model on a display, and the model duplicates three dimensional movement of user's pen. The aim of 3D virtual writing brush model is for user to be able to do the simulation sensuously and comfortable. To express unique and artistic stroke drawn by writing brush, we constructed droplet model based on the stroke. Using this model, user is able to express unique and artistic stroke by own handling. In this study, we aim to construct simple and comfortable simulation for all users.
Overview of Simulation
The purpose of this thesis is doing the calligraphy simulation sensuously on computer. Consequently, simulation models are constructed by OpenGL to realize calligraphy visually. OpenGL is programming interface of 3D graphics product by Silicon Graphics Company. It operates very quickly and is able to draw high-precision 3D graphics. Using pen tablet is Intuos3 Graphics Tablet produced by WACOM Company. Acquired information is XY-coordinate, pressure, direction and altitude.
Simulation Models
This simulation is configured by three models. The first is 3D virtual writing brush model. The second is drawing field model, and last is droplet model based on a stroke. In current system, each model is independent and doesn't infect each other.
Three Dimension Virtual Writing Brush Model
3D virtual writing brush (VWB) is constructed by several parts. They are brush axis, brush head and tip of a writing brush (after that, we call the tip of a writing brush as brush ear). Moreover, brush ear is constructed by body and waist parts. Each part is constructed individually and is integrated as the one VWB. Therefore, each part is able to transform and rotation keeping a sense of unity as writing brush. Fig.1 is the 3D virtual writing brush model constructed in this study.
Fig.1 3D Virtual Writing Brush Model

Movement and Rotation of Three Dimensional VWB
3D VWB is able to move and rotate by information of pen tablet. While user operates the pen on the tablet, VWB duplicates the three dimensional movement of user's pen by information of pen tablet (XY-coordinate, direction, and altitude) in real time.
In this simulation, all expression is expressed on a display. Therefore user has to do all operation paying attention to the display on behalf of pen tablet at hand. Because of that, what user can confirm own operation by VWB visually on a display is very effective to do the simulation sensuously and comfortable.
Shape Change of Brush Ear
In calligraphy, brush ear of writing brush is most important component. Brush ear is configured by a great deal of bristle, and its shape is changed so feely. The shape is very unique and variegation. In this study, shape change of brush ear is expressed by using pressure information acquired from pen tablet. Body of brush ear is able to transform to the most suitable shape at one by one pressure information. When brush ear shape is changing, waist of brush ear is fulcrum of transformation. Therefore, brush ear shape is able to change keeping a sense of unity as writing brush. Moreover, brush ear can move and rotate by altitude and direction information. Figure. 2 is expressed the shape changing of brush ear. Left figure is standard form of brush ear. Center and right figure's brush ear shape is changing by pressure. The shape change is expanded by increase of pressure.
Drawing Field
In calligraphy, a large variety of paper for sizes or textures is used. However, paper of "HANSHI" (height : width = 330 : 240) is the most familiar paper for so many people. Therefore in this study, drawing field of "HANSHI" is adopted. 
Correspond to Pen Tablet
This section correspond drawing field to input range of pen tablet. In the paper of "HANSHI", height is longer than width, though in input range of pen tablet, width is longer than height. Thus, drawing field is corresponded to input range by rotating of pen tablet to 90 degrees counterclockwise direction. So in this simulation, X-coordinate is used as Y-coordinate, Y-coordinate is used as Xcoordinate. Therefore, input range of pen tablet is able to be used without change for drawing field.
Texture Expression of Japanese Paper
In doing calligraphy simulation sensuously, visual texture is very important. And so, Japanese paper texture is expressed by putting graphic texture of Japanese paper on drawing field. The texture is prepared by scanning Japanese paper as raw picture, and correct color tone of the picture. Figure. 3 is the drawing field constructed in Section 3. Size and texture of "HANSHI" is expressed. 
Expression of Stroke
Unique and artistic stroke drawn by oriental writing brush is the most important feature of calligraphy. For example, stroke of "TOME", "HANE" and "HARAI" is not able to be drawn by pen or pencil. Each stroke is appeared at the end of own stroke. "TOME" stroke is expressed when writing brush stops strictly at the end of stroke. "HANE" and "HARAI" strokes are expressed when writing brush bounces quickly at the end of stroke. In this section, we propose droplet model based on the stroke. Figure.4 shows each stroke feature.
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Fig.4 Stroke Features
Droplet Model
Droplet Model (DP model) is basis model of stroke. A DP model is expressed on drawing field when user put pen on a point of tablet. And stroke is aggregation of DP models drawn back to back by user. Each DP model is drawn independently. And each model doesn't infect each other, and the gap between models is not filled. Therefore, when user move pen like a shot, gap will be happen between models. However, it is rare that such a quick operation is performed on doing normally calligraphy, and to fill the gap between each model is not necessary.
Shape Variation of Droplet Model
Size and shape of DP model is changed by pressure and altitude information. The size of DP model is expanded with pressure increase, and width of DP model is narrowed with altitude decrease. When pressure is max and brush axis is vertical to drawing field, the size and width of DP model is maximum. This shape changing of DP model is apparent on mechanical perspective. DP models are able to move, rotate and transform by information acquired from pen tablet. Each DP model is drawn on position coordinate of drawing field with user's pen movement in real time. Moreover, each model changes the most suitable size and width by pressure and altitude, and is rotated by direction.Therefore in this simulation, stroke reflects a user's individual characteristic of pen's operation. Figure. 5 is expressed DP model transformed by pen tablet information.
Color Shading of Droplet Model
This simulation is performed on the computer. With that, we propose color shading of DP model by using advantage of digital. In real calligraphy, user has to operate complex procedure when change the color shade of stroke. And so in this simulation, color shade of DP model is changed by pen direction. Because, direction is easiest to operate information for user. Therefore, user can express color shading of stroke at choice so simply by changing pen direction arbitrarily.
In addition, user can select depiction type of droplet model from next two types. They are dyed type and skeleton type, and dyed type is default type. When user selects the skeleton type of droplet model to do this simulation, user is able to observe shape changing, color shading, and concatenation of each droplet model. Therefore, depiction of skeleton droplet model helps user to draw a stroke which he wants. Figure. 6 is expressed color shading of DP model by pen direction. In operation of general calligraphy, black color like deep Indian ink is used mainly.
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Expression of Scratch Effect
Scratch effect is called as "KASURE" in Japanese. This is expressed when ink quantity decreases rapidly and writing brush moves so quickly. Scratch effect of stroke is quite characteristic of calligraphy. In this simulation, simple scratch effect of stroke is expressed experimentally by reference to shape of writing brush when "KASURE" happened. Figure.7 is expressed simple scratch effect by this simulation in circle.
Function of Drawing Scene Playback
In calligraphy, to draw a stroke which user wants, user has to pay attention to own brush movement. However, in many case, user will pay much attention to a drawing stroke when he is drawing the stroke. And so, user can't observe own drawing scene without movie of video recording. There, in this simulation, drawing scene playback function is implemented. Playback is constructed by drawn strokes and virtual writing brush movement of user. So user can watch own drawing scene any time to observe droplet models, drown strokes, pen movement, and so on. When watching drawing scene playback, user is able to change playback speed and depiction type of droplet model freely. So, user can select a playback condition according to a point to pay much attention on own drawing way. Therefore, drawing scene playback function will help user to learn good drawing way to draw a stroke that he wants. Figure. 
Experiment
In this section, the calligraphy simulation is conducted by some persons as configured in this study. We evaluate the result of simulation and discuss about it.
Result and Evaluation of Simulation
Figure.9 and 10 are brush style typeface (after that, we call brush style typeface as brush character) drawn by this simulation. While a user was doing simulation, 3D VWB copes the three dimensional movement of user's pen on a display in real time. In result, user could pay attention to the display and did simulation sensuously and comfortable. Moreover, because of there is 3D VWB on a display, and texture of Japanese paper is expressed on drawing field, most user could able to notice that this simulation is what to do. Figure.9 shows brush character "SHODO" meaning calligraphy drawn by semicursive style of penmanship. In this character, unique feature of writing brush "TOME", "HANE" and "HARAI" ware expressed as the DP model changes to the most suitable shape. This brush character is expressed by deep black color shade Figure. 10 shows brush character "DENSHA" meaning train drawn by user's free operation of pen. This character is expressed complex color shading by user changed pen direction arbitrarily. This writing style is very comfortable because user can operate the pen so freely and gaily. Therefore, we consider this simulation is also able to be used healing, entertainment, art, and so on.
Discussion
From the result of experiment, user is able to draw a stroke has many features. Moreover, user can express a stroke which has many colors easily. This characteristic is advantage compared with real calligraphy. In addition, it is confirmed that visual effect of this simulation suffices user to do calligraphy simulation sensuously and comfortable.
Usability Inspection of Simulation
In this chapter, usability of this simulation is inspected. On doing usability inspection, this simulation system and pen-brush is used. Pen-brush is called as "Fude-pen" in Japanese. Pen-brush is at the middle writing between writing brush and pen and it is used to do calligraphy casually and usually. For example, pen-brush is used to write a letter, draw a picture, autograph of a wedding present, and so on. Its writing touch is similar small brush used to write autograph mainly. Fig.11 shows pen-brush. Right figure is tip of pen brush. This usability inspection is tested by six students. All of them know calligraphy, and three students are accustomed to do calligraphy, however other students are unused to do calligraphy.
Fig.11 Pen Brush
Inspection Items and Methods
Inspection items are as indicated below. Second and forth item are more important survey items. Routinely-availability means user can use this simulation usually and casually in daily life.
 Required time to get used to do the simulation  Usability  Routinely -availability  Degree of Proficiency doing calligraphy Usability is inspected by following steps:
Step 1: To write "会津大学" 10 times by two kind of pen-brush
Step 2: To practice calligraphy 30 minutes by this simulation
Step 3: To write "会津大学" 10 times by two kind of pen-brush
Step 4: To respond to questionnaire about this simulation On steps 1 and 3, two types of pen-brush are used and we pay attention to difference of each stroke written by each pen-brush, because many kinds of writing brush will be used in real calligraphy. The first pen-brush is constructed by short length and hard bristles, and writing touch is harsh. The second pen-brush is made up by long length and flexible bristles, and writing touch is fluidity. The second pen-brush is more expensive then the first. Fig.11 is the second pen brush. On step 2, user has to write a character "永" by this simulation after the "Eight Principles of Yong" that is the most famous calligraphy learning method. "Eight principle of Yong "is called as "永字八法" in Japanese. Its explains how to write the eight strokes common in Chinese characters and which are found all in the one character, yong (永, "forever", "permanence"). It is believed that the frequent practice of these principles as a beginning calligrapher could ensure beauty in one's writing. Degree of proficiency doing calligraphy is evaluated by comparing written characters between steps 1 and 3 on the basis of penmanship primary concept. In penmanship, expression of stroke features "TOME", "HANE", and "HARAI" (explained in section 3.3) and balance of character are very important components. And, other items are evaluated by result of questionnaire about this simulation. Figure. 12 is expressed each stroke feature written by the second pen-brush 
Degree of Proficiency Doing Calligraphy
This section explains about the results of two students regarding the degree of calligraphy proficiency. On steps1 and 3, Left 5 characters are written by the first pen-brush, and right 5 characters are written by the second pen-brush.
Inspection Result of User A
Step1: Fig.13 is result of step 1 written by user A using pen-brush. User A was unused to do the calligraphy. Thus he was bewildered by writing a character using pen-brush, but he wrote each Three Dimensional Virtual Calligraphy Simulation with Pen Tablet Akira Wada, Jungpil Shin character carefully. However, written characters are similar to a character written by pen, and they have few features of penmanship.
Step2: Fig.14 expresses characters drawn by user A using this simulation. Left character is drawn at first, thus this character has few features of penmanship primary concept because user A was not used to draw brush character by pen tablet. Right character is drawn at last of simulation. This character has many good features. Good stroke of "TOME", "HANE" and "HARAI" is drawn inside each circle. Moreover, constructive balance of character is improved totally. Step 3: Fig.15 is result of step3. Each character is expressed features of penmanship. Fig.16 describes the difference of strokes between steps 1 and 3. Upper characters are drawn on step 1. User A is not able to draw "HARAI" well yet, however expression of "TOME" and "HARAI" are very well. Moreover, constructive balance of each character is improved comprehensively. Therefore, this simulation helps user A to be used to do calligraphy.
Inspection Result of User B
Step1: Fig.17 is user B's result of step 1. User B is used to do calligraphy, thus he could express each stroke features "TOME", "HANE", and "HARAI". Moreover, written characters are balanced well almost.
Fig.17
Brush Characters written by User B on Step 1
Step2: Fig.18 expresses characters drawn by user B using this simulation. Left character is drawn at first. In this time, user B was not accustomed to do simulation with pen tablet, thus written character has few stroke features. On the other hand, the right character written at last is balanced very well, and stroke features are expressed clearly. This means, user B understood techniques how to adjust pen operation to draw good strokes through doing this simulation. For example, he learned technique of pressure control to express "TOME" and "HARAI" clearly. 
Questionnaire Results about this Simulation
Questionnaire items and result average for each item are as indicated below. Users answered to each questionnaire item by five-level rating for seven items and written style for five items. In this case, 1 is 
Comprehensive Evaluation
In this chapter, usability inspection of simulation was tested by 6 students. The mainly inspection topics are handleability of this simulation and degree of proficiency doing calligraphy. From the result of section 5.2, it is confirmed that most users became skillful to draw a stroke by both this calligraphy simulation and pen-brush. Thus, they could express stroke features "TOME", "HANE", and "HARAI" partially at last of step 2 and 3. Moreover, on steps 2 and 3, written characters are improved balance clearly compared with at first. Therefore, we confirmed this calligraphy simulation is able to help users to be used to and become skillful to do calligraphy. From these results, this calligraphy simulation will be able to make a contribution proficiency doing calligraphy. Thus, most users became good to do calligraphy by pen-brush. However on *1 of questionnaire results, user's actual feeling of proficiency doing calligraphy is low (3.2 point). This discrepancy will be happened by simulation time. 30 minutes will be enough to be used to use this simulation, but it is short of time to realize feeling to be got skillful to do calligraphy. Therefore, we are able to anticipate user will be realized the feeling to do this simulation 1~2 hours or more. Moreover, from the section 5.3, usability evaluation of simulation is low. Thus, we must improve this simulation system to be become usable for all users by reference to demand of users. And also, this simulation was performed by so many people in open campus of university. Most users could do the simulation comfortable and gaily by only basic explanation about the simulation. Any user did the simulation continuously come to some dozen times to be draw good character of picture. From difference in writing brush and pen, many users can not draw character or picture as user would like. However, we confirmed most user will be able to draw strokes arbitrarily to have a lot of practice. Therefore, we confirmed this simulation is able to be used as applicative calligraphy simulation.
Conclusion
.
In this thesis, we proposed three dimension virtual calligraphy simulation to do sensuously and comfortable with pen tablet. Through this paper, it is shown that users can do calligraphy sensuously and comfortable in daily life as accomplishments, hobbies, healings, arts, and so on by using this simulation. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is achieved. At this moment, there are two future works. The first is to improve each model of simulation. For example, shape variation of the brush ear is very simple. The movement of brush ear model needs to improve its realistic to express more unique and various shapes. The second is expression of scratch effect and diffusion effect. Diffusion effect is called as "NIJIMI". Diffusion effect is expressed on drawing stroke by writing brush when writing Three Dimensional Virtual Calligraphy Simulation with Pen Tablet Akira Wada, Jungpil Shin
